You are in the centre of Shoreditch and Spitalfields, drinking in the institution that is

**THE TEN BELLS**

This iconic venue has existed in one guise or another since the middle of the 17th century. Expect all walks of life in this bustling boozer at any time of the day or night. Beyond the listed tile work and villainous history lies a solid and well respected pub with as much history as there is quality booze.
**WHAT IS YOUR PERSONALITY?**

**FRESH**
- City of London
  - Big grape-fruity notes.
  - Sharp citrus with floral sweetness well balanced wood and spice foundation.
  - CITRUS WOOD SPICE

**UNAPOLOGETIC**
- Sipsmith London Dry
  - Keeping it London.
  - Ballsy botanicals complemented by the crisp citrus and a hefty thwack of earthy juniper.
  - BOTANIC - BOLD - ZESTY (BARTENDER’S CHOICE)

**ROMANTIC**
- Gin Mare
  - Sexy black pepper and liquorice notes with an earthy pine and fragrant grapefruit.
  - FRAGRANT SMOOTH SPICE

**SPICED RUM & PINEAPPLE - 5.5**
- Kraken spiced rum, fresh lemon, pineapple juice & blossom honey.

---

**RED WINE**

- **Ponte Miliano Negroamaro**
  - Sweet cherry, rustic & charming
  - btl 19.50 - gls 5

- **Gable View Cabernet Sauvignon**
  - Smooth elegant, honest & warm
  - btl 21

- **Estacion 1883, Malbec, Trapiche**
  - Brooding, juicy & lush. Enigmatic
  - btl 31 - gls 7.30

- **Finca La Estacada Varietales Reserva D.O. Ucles 2010**
  - Exotic rich flavours, deep & intense
  - btl 26 - gls 6.10

**WHITE WINE**

- **Legato Grillo**
  - Lush, juicy, fun & easy
  - btl 19.50 - gls 5

- **BARTENDER’S CHOICE**
  - **Domaine Paul Nicolle Petit Chablis**
    - Sleek attack with charm, rich with silky style
    - btl - 35

- **Spy Valley Sauvignon Blanc**
  - Ripe fruits, clean & structured
  - btl 28 - gls 7

- **The Wine-Farer**
  - Aromatic, bright, dry & vibrant
  - btl 25 - gls 5.80

- **Citta dei Ponti Pinot Grigio Veneto**
  - Delicate crisp apples, a true classic
  - btl 22

---

**SPARKLING**

- **Cavicchioli Pignoletto Modena DOC Spumante**
  - Sensationally pure & energetic
  - btl 29 - gls 6.10

- **Taittinger Brut Reserve Champagne**
  - Sensational
  - 75cl - 55

---

**PERFECT SERVES**

seasonal favourites, served perfectly

**Sloe Gin & Bitter lemon - 6**
- Sipsmith Sloe gin topped with fresh & bitter lemon

**Marmalade Mule - 6**
- Chase Marmalade vodka, ginger beer, fresh lime & bitters

**Spiced Rum & Pineapple - 5.5**
- Kraken spiced rum, fresh lemon, pineapple juice & blossom honey

---

**KEEP IT LONDON**

**GIN & TONIC PERSONALITY?**

**FRESH 1**
- **City of London**
  - Big grape-fruity notes.
  - Sharp citrus with floral sweetness well balanced wood and spice foundation.

**UNAPOLOGETIC 2**
- **Sipsmith London Dry**
  - Keeping it London.
  - Ballsy botanicals complemented by the crisp citrus and a hefty thwack of earthy juniper.

**ROMANTIC 3**
- **Gin Mare**
  - Sexy black pepper and liquorice notes with an earthy pine and fragrant grapefruit.

**THINK PINK**
- **Pinot Grigio delle Venezie Blush Lamberti**
  - Pale and interesting with fragrant soft fruits
  - btl 25 - gls 5.80

[All our wines are served at 175ml as standard. 125ml available on request]
**KINDRED SPIRITS**

- **GIN**
  - Beefeater 4.00
  - Beefeater 24 4.90
  - Sipsmith London dry 4.30
  - City of London dry gin 4.60
  - Tanqueray 4.30
  - Tanqueray 10 4.90
  - Bombay Sapphire 4.30
  - Hendricks 4.30
  - East London Liquor Co. 4.30
  - Glendalough Wild Botanical 4.90
  - Gin Mare 4.90
  - Portobello Road 4.30
  - Sipsmith Sloe 4.50
  - Silent Pool 4.80
  - Brockmans 4.60

- **RUM**
  - Navy 4.00
  - Skipper Rum 4.00
  - Golden 4.20
  - Sailor Jerry Spiced 4.20
  - Kraken Spiced 4.90
  - Havana Club 7 yr 4.10

- **COGNAC**
  - Courvoisier VSOP 4.75

- **TEQUILA**
  - Ocho Reposado 4.50
  - Patrón Cafe 5.00

- **VODKA**
  - Absolut Blue 4.00
  - Sipsmith Vodka 4.50
  - Grey Goose 4.90
  - Chase Distillery 4.40

- **SHOOTERS**
  - Jägermeister 4.00
  - Sambuca 4.60

- **IRISH**
  - Jameson 4.00
  - Teeling small batch 6.80
  - Redbreast 5.25

- **AMERICAN**
  - Makers Mark 4.20
  - Eagle Rare 4.80
  - Wild Turkey 81 4.00
  - Wild Turkey 101 4.90
  - Wild Turkey Rye 4.90

- **SCOTTISH**
  - Talisker 10 yr 4.90
  - Laphroaig 10 yr 4.90
  - Lagavulin 16 yr 6.50
  - Cragganmore 12 yr 4.80
  - Auchentoshan 5.20
  - The Glenlivet 5.40
  - Glenmorangie Original 4.20

- **JAPANESE**
  - Nikka from the barrel 6.10
  - Nikka Au Malt 5.10

- **FANCY A NIBBLE?**
  - 4.95 - Classic pork pie
  - 3 - Salted Cashews
  - 2.50 - Wasabi Peas

**HOP, PIP, BOTTLE**

- **BOTTLED BEER & CIDER**
  - Peroni 330ml 4.60
  - Daura Damm gluten free 330ml 4.75
  - Bavaria (non alcoholic) 330ml 3.95
  - Sol 330ml 4.60
  - Leffe 330ml 5.00
  - Goose Island IPA 330ml 4.90
  - Old Mout fruit cider 500ml 5.55
  - Orchard Pig cider 600ml 5.50
  - Crabbies Alcoholic ginger beer 600ml 5.00

- **SOFTLY DOES IT**
  - Seedlip Spice & Tonic - £5.10
    Non alcoholic spirit flavoured with gin style botanicals served with tonic with optional Angostura bitters
  - Virgin Stormy - 2.50
    Ginger beer / fresh lime / soda
  - Virgin Mary - 3.50
    Seasoned tomato juice / Tabasco
    Worcester sauce / celery / lemon

- **SCOTLAND**
  - Fever Tree soft drinks - 1.80
    Tonic / Light Tonic
    Mediterranean Tonic
    Lemon Tonic / Ginger Beer
  - Coke / Lemonade - 1.80
  - Soda water - 1.50
  - Fruit Juices - 2.20
    Apple / Orange / Cranberry
    Pineapple / Tomato
  - Red Bull - 3.25

- **FANCY A NIBBLE?**
  - 4.95 - Classic pork pie
  - 3 - Salted Cashews
  - 2.50 - Wasabi Peas

[All spirits served 25ml as standard. Liqueurs are served as 50ml as standard]
THE TEN Bells
A HISTORY

1725
Constructed in 1725 Fournier street is one of the best preserved 18th century streets in London. The original fire insurance plaques are a prominent reminder of the Great Fire of London.

1788
Renamed The Ten Bells when a new set of ten chimes was installed in the belfry at Hawksmoore’s Christ Church opposite.

1870

1851
The pub was demolished and moved meters away to its current location after the re-structuring of Commercial street to convey increasing traffic from the docks.

1880
Jamie Oliver’s great great grandfather was the landlord of The Ten Bells during the 1880s, possibly during the ‘Autumn of Terror’.

1888
THE AUTUMN OF TERROR
Two of Jack the Ripper’s victims Annie Chapman and Mary Jane Kelly regularly patronised The Ten Bells and plied their trade during the Autumn of Terror in 1888. It is generally accepted that all of his victims would have drunk and worked the pavement here.

It was rumoured that Annie Chapman had been drinking at the pub shortly before she was murdered. Mary Jane Kelly, Jack the Ripper’s assumed final victim was discovered mutilated just hours after she left The Ten Bells where, unbeknownst to her had been having a final drink.

RIPPER SUSPECTS INCLUDED:

One barrister, three barbers, a con-man, two boot-makers, a Prince, a fireman, five doctors, a medical student, a merchant seaman, a journalist, ‘Lewis Carroll’ (later discredited), a labourer, two certified ‘lunatics’, two butchers, a cotton merchant, an artist, a pimp, a poet, a Duke, a meat cart driver, a cult leader, a sailor, a monkey and.....a woman.

1800s
Previous tenants have described the ghost of a past landlord named George Roberts who was reportedly murdered with an axe.

People have experienced being lured out of their rooms by sinister laughter and then pushed down the stairs by the spirit. (Personally we blame beer)

1950s - 60s
The Kray twins, East End gangsters reign supreme over the East End

1970
Under different management the pub was renamed ‘The Jack The Ripper’ and turned into a gruesome kind of theme pub. Much like our attitude today the campaign group Reclaim The Night persuaded the brewery to drop this name in the 1980s on the basis that the pub’s name should not profit from or commemorate the abuse of women.

1973
The Ten Bells was declared a Grade II listed building. The original tile-work and mural are still cleaned today by the company who manufactured and installed them.

2002
Renowned Ripperologist Lindsay Siviter discovered a small sack containing mouldy Victorian baby clothes appearing to have been slashed by a knife hidden in the attic. There is a story of a murdered baby in the 19th century which multiple mediums claim to have made reference to in the past.

2011
A companion mural to commemorate the ever changing face of Spitalfields was commissioned and named “Spitalfields In Modern Times”. This painting by lan Harper features many of the local faces who frequent the pub. How many familiar faces can you identify?

2015
The Ten Bells is acquired by The East London Pub Co. Ltd who are striving to restore this classic boozer.

In addition to being infamous for Jack the Ripper and the Kray Twins, the East End of London is associated with many modern icons including Alfred Hitchcock, David Bowie and Dudley Moore.

TODAY
Like the decor, the core of The Ten Bells has not changed much since the 1700s, the hub of an ever changing community you will find all walks of life in this classic East End boozer. The gin might have been stronger in those days, but it tastes a lot better now.

For more information and the latest updates on The Ten Bells join us online!

The Ten Bells @TheTenBellsE1 thetenbellse1

BE AWARE - BE SAFE
We are in the good time business and want to ensure that you enjoy our venue in a safe Environment. Drug use and excessive alcohol impairs your judgement. The ten bells has a zero tolerance policy on offensive behaviour and drugs.

Don’t let it ruin your night.

UNDER 25?
You lucky beggar, please do not be offended if you are asked for proof of age, we are required to do so by law
SAY WHAT?

We want to hear what you think, if you have an opinion about your time in The Ten Bells, let’s hear it. In an effort to continue to provide Londoners with a quality experience we will swap you a pint or a glass of house wine for your review.

* To claim your drink please email us with a link to your review and we will send you an E-voucher, just show this to your bartender and claim your drink.

BE AWARE - BE SAFE

We are in the good time business and want to ensure that you enjoy our venue in a safe environment. **Drug use and excessive alcohol** impairs your judgement. The Ten Bells has a zero tolerance policy on offensive behaviour and drugs. **Don’t let it ruin your night.**

GOOD UNDER 25?

You lucky beggar, please do not be offended if you are asked for proof of age, we are required to do so by law.

LOVE US ONLINE - FOLLOW US

The Ten Bells @TheTenBellsE1 @etenenbells1

84 COMMERCIAL ST. SPITALFIELDS LONDON E1 6LY

020 7247 7532. info@tenbells.com .tenbells.com

Ten Bells Guest - GinandTonic